Cyber Infrastructure Steering Committee
September 26, 2007- Minutes

Attendees
Grace Agnew  John Brennan  Chad Mills
Kalaivani Ananthan  Linda Langschied  Ann Montanaro
Isaiah Beard  Rhonda Marker  Mary Beth Weber

Decisions

• Chad was officially welcomed as the committee’s newest member.
• The NJVid grant was approved. It will commence on November 1, 2007 and run until October 31, 2010.
• As the ETD module matures, use of the OJS platform appears to be less appropriate. While we will continue to gather requirements and add more graduate schools, we will also begin planning to rewrite the ETD application to disengage it completely from OJS and truly make it an open-source application.
• The following changes for Faculty Submissions were agreed upon as a result of the presentation to Cabinet:
  o Provide a link to the copyright policy
  o Add a drop down menu on the metadata screen
  o Minor wording changes
• Digitalizing the Roman Coin collection is not a priority and will not be pursued at this time.

To Do

• Implement changes to Faculty Submissions as indicated above. These changes will be included in the November/December release. – RUCore developers
• Determine updates to Digital Library Projects page on RUL website. Bring changes to next CISC meeting (October 24). – Linda & John
• Eventually establish guidelines for linking RUCore deposits to IRIS. No time frame was determined.
• Other RUCore projects on the horizon. None of these have been finalized and no tasks are currently associated with them.
  o NJAES – New Jersey Agricultural Environmental Station
  o CEE – Civil and Environmental Engineering
  o Cinema Studies
  o Center for Cultural Analysis
  o RU Comptroller’s Office
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